Schizotypy, creativity and mating success in humans
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There is an evolutionary puzzle surrounding the persistence of schizophrenia, since it is substantially heritable and associated with sharply reduced fitness. However, some of the personality traits which are predictive of schizophrenia are also associated with artistic creativity. Geoffrey Miller has proposed that artistic creativity functions to attract mates. Here, we investigate the relationship between schizotypal personality traits, creative activity, and mating success in a large sample of British poets, visual artists, and other adults. We show that two components of schizotypy are positively correlated with mating success. For one component, this relationship is mediated by creative activity. Results are discussed in terms of the evolution of human creativity and the genesis of schizophrenia.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Schizophrenia is a chronic and highly impairing condition that affects around 1% of the human population (Jablensky 1995). Incidence appears to be broadly stable over time and across cultures (Gottesman 1991; Jablensky et al. 1992). It is substantially heritable (Gottesman 1991; Cardno et al. 1999), though what is inherited is best described as a diathesis or vulnerability that may or may not lead to actual illness, and whose progression is affected by environmental factors (Tsuang et al. 2001). Many studies have shown that schizophrenia is associated with impaired physical health (Brown et al. 2000), and drastically reduced probability of reproduction (Bassett et al. 1996; Avila et al. 2001). This naturally raises an evolutionary puzzle. Reduced fitness in sufferers would be expected to lead to the disappearance of the heritable traits predisposing individuals to the condition. The fact that this does not appear to happen has lead many commentators to speculate that there must be other, beneficial effects of the traits, most probably manifest in healthy relatives (Huxley et al. 1964; Jarvik & Deckard 1977; Nettle 2001; Shaner et al. 2004).

Schizophrenia-proneness is manifest in a suite of personality traits, measured by questionnaire and collectively known as schizotypy (Mason et al. 1995; Claridge 1997). Schizotypy consists of four separable dimensions (Claridge et al. 1996). Schizophrenia patients score more highly than controls on all four dimensions, and patients with bipolar affective disorder, which has substantial phenotypic overlaps with schizophrenia (Kendell & Gourlay 1970; Kendell & Brockington 1980; Crow 1990), score more highly than controls on three of them (Nettle in press). Moreover, sufferers from more minor psychiatric illnesses score intermediately between schizophrenia patients and controls (Van Os et al. 1999; Verdoux et al. 1999). Schizotypy scores are also predictive of the onset of schizophrenia in longitudinal studies (Chapman et al. 1994).

Many studies have also found that individuals active in the creative arts have elevated levels of some schizotypal traits (Schulberg 1988; Schulberg 2000; for reviews see Brod 1997; Nettle 2001). This explains the frequency of serious psychiatric illness in the families of successful artists (Karlson 1970), and the prevalence of a variety of more minor psychiatric disorders in creative groups (Andreasen 1987; Richards et al. 1988; Ludwig 1995). The association with artistic creativity is a candidate for the evolutionarily beneficial effect of schizotypy (O’Reilly et al. 2001).

But why would artistic creativity contribute to reproductive success? Geoffrey Miller (Miller 2000, 2001) has argued that human artistic production has its origins in costly displays of quality whose function, like that of the peacock’s tail or bower bird’s bower, is to attract mates. Though there are a number of patterns of behaviour consistent with this hypothesis (Miller 1999; Kanazawa 2000; Kanazawa 2003; Miller & Haselton in press), direct tests are rare. A direct prediction would seem to be that successful engagement in artistic production should be correlated with achieved number and/or quality of sexual partners.

Recent studies have found correlations, in contemporary human populations, between numbers of sexual partners attained and stature (Mueller & Mazur 2001; Nettle 2002), physical symmetry (Thornhill & Gangestad 1994; Gangestad et al. 2001), and facial attractiveness (Rhodes et al. 2005). Thus, mate choice effects are clearly still operative in humans, and it is worth examining mating success in relation to artistic creativity even in a modern population.

The current study examines the relationship between schizotypy and mating success in a large sample of British adults. The sample includes a general population group, augmented by targeted sampling of artists and poets.
Thus, the sample is not representative of the population, but rather specifically designed to produce a full range of schizotypy scores in a non-clinical context. The four schizotypy dimensions (Mason et al. 1995) are as follows. Unusual experiences contains items referring to perceptual and cognitive aberrations and magical thinking. Cognitive disorganization describes difficulties of attention and concentration. Impulsive non-conformity refers to violent and reckless behaviours. Finally, introvertive anhedonia measures lack of enjoyment and social withdrawal. Unusual experiences and impulsive non-conformity are elevated in poets and artists, while there is no effect for cognitive disorganization (Nettle in press). Introvertive anhedonia is positively associated with schizophrenia patients but not artistic groups (i.e. poems and paintings. The components of schizotypy that partly via the production of artistic products such as art was also gathered. The predictions were as follows. Increasing those components of schizotypy that are associated with creativity (unusual experiences, impulsive non-conformity) should lead to an increase in number of sexual partners. Such an effect should operate at least partly via the production of artistic products such as poems and paintings. The components of schizotypy that schizophrenia patients but non artisitic groups show (i.e. introvertive anhedonia) should be negatively correlated with mating success.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
Participants were 425 British adults (156 male, 269 female) with a mean age of 40.5 years (standard deviation 14.5 years). Participants received a small honorarium for participation in the form of a gift token for a major store. The majority were recruited from the general population in three ways. An advertisement was placed in the local online newsletter of a small town in southern England (107 responses), questionnaire packs were pushed through letter boxes in a residential neighbourhood of the same town (82 responses), and participants in a residential psychology course for mature students took a questionnaire pack (50 responses).

Specialist creative groups were recruited by placing an advertisement in a major visual art magazine (60 responses), on the website of a major poetry organization (16 responses), or by writing directly to published poets whose addresses appeared in Who’s Who in Poetry (2003; 20 responses). Approximately 100 further participants heard about the study by word of mouth as a consequence of one or the other method of recruitment.

Participants filled in a questionnaire pack and returned it anonymously by mail. The questionnaire contained the O-LIFE schizotypy inventory (Mason et al. 1995) and a section on psychiatric history. It also contained a section on creative interests, in which the participant indicated their degree of creative activity in poetry or visual art. Participants rated themselves as not producing poetry or art (241 participants), being a hobby producer (57), a serious producer (60) or a professional producer (67) in either domain. Creative activity is treated as a categorical variable, except for the path analysis (see below), where it is treated as continuous.

The hypothesis predicts a correlation between mating success and quality of creative output. Obviously, information on quality of the participants’ work was not directly available. However, it is assumed that increasingly serious engagement with the activity is generally correlated with increasing quality and visibility of work. Thus, there should be a correlation between degree of creative activity and mating success.

A final section of the questionnaire contained wide-ranging personal history questions. This provided information on education, income and social class for background comparison. Of these variables, social class, categorized using the reduced classification of the NS-SEC (1, managerial and professional; 2, intermediate occupations; 3, routine and manual occupations; 4, never worked and long-term unemployed; Pevalin 2003) was retained as the most useful single socio-economic variable for analysis. The questionnaire also provided information on mating success, in the form of the following questions: ‘Since you were 18, how many different partners have you had (please include all your relationships, however, short)?’ Mating success could mean either number or quality of mates, and the latter cannot be directly measured here. Moreover, a large number of partners could reflect failure to retain any for very long. However, it is assumed than on average, increasing numbers of partners is a reasonable proxy for success in obtaining the partners desired, especially if not accompanied by a reduction in time spent in a steady relationship. Moreover, number of sexual partners is often used as a measure of mating success in studies of this kind (Gangestad et al. 2001; Faurie et al. 2004). Number of children was also recorded.

As absolute partner numbers will have a highly skewed distribution, a scale was used, as follows: (i) none, (ii) one, (iii) two, (iv) three, (v) four, (vi) five to ten, (vii) ten to twenty and (viii) more than twenty. This produced a non-skewed distribution suitable for parametric statistics. For time in relationship, the following scale was used: (i) have not had a steady relationship, (ii) less than half of the time, (iii) about half the time, (iv) most of the time and (v) all of the time. The scores on these scales are treated as continuous variables for the purposes of analysis.

3. RESULTS
Mean scores on the schizotypy measures in these samples were similar to previously published norms, albeit with slightly increased variance, and reliability measures were acceptably high (see Nettle in press for details).

A multiple regression analysis was performed with the four schizotypy scores plus age, sex and social class as independent variables, and the number of partners scale as the dependent. The β coefficients for the four schizotypy scores are shown in table 1. There are significant positive relationships between unusual experiences and number of partners, and impulsive non-conformity and number of partners, and a significant negative relationship between introvertive anhedonia and number of partners. It is possible that these relationships arise because the specialist artist and poet groups who were recruited, and who are high in unusual experiences and impulsive non-conformity, have different lifestyles than the general population. The analysis was, therefore, repeated with only those 239 individuals who were recruited by general population sampling. The relationships between number of partners...
Table 1. Standardized regression coefficients ($\beta$) for number of sexual partners on the four schizotypy dimensions, with age, sex and social class as additional independent variables. (Analysis repeated for the whole sample, the generally recruited sample, and the specialist art and poetry groups; *p<0.05.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>dimension</th>
<th>whole sample ($N=425$)</th>
<th>general population only ($N=239$)</th>
<th>specialist population only ($N=186$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>unusual experiences</td>
<td>0.12*</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cognitive disorganization</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impulsive non-conformity</td>
<td>0.21*</td>
<td>0.22*</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>introvertive anhedonia</td>
<td>-0.20*</td>
<td>-0.24*</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Mean scores (with 95% confidence interval for the mean) on the number of partners scale, by level of creative activity. The dashed horizontal line represents the overall mean.

and schizotypy dimensions are also found within the general population, with the coefficients little changed (table 1). Within the 186 participants recruited through specialist artistic groups, the coefficients are lower and non-significant. This is, however, to be expected, as these groups display a restriction of range in terms of schizotypy.

In a similar multiple regression including age, sex and social class, there were no significant associations between any of the schizotypy dimensions and time spent in steady relationships. For number of children, the only significant association with schizotypy was with cognitive disorganization ($\beta = -0.12, p<0.05$).

The prediction was that if schizotypy increased mating success, it would do so at least partly through enhancing creative behaviour. Figure 1 shows the relationship between number of partners and level of engagement with poetry and visual art. Serious and professional producers have larger numbers of sexual partners than non-producers and hobby producers (controlling for age and sex, $F_{3,411} = 8.19$, $p<0.001$). There is no significant interaction between sex and creative activity ($F_{3,411} = 2.01$, n.s.), suggesting that the pattern is the same for male and female producers. There was no effect of creative activity on the proportion of time spent in a steady relationship ($F_{3,411} = 0.19$, n.s.), or on number of children ($F_{3,415} = 0.66$, n.s.).

Path analysis was carried out to further investigate the linkages among creative behaviour, mating success, and the different components of schizotypy (figure 2). Cognitive disorganization was not entered into the path analysis as it had no significant relationship with creative activity or mating success. The path analysis shows that unusual experiences has a significant positive effect on creative activity (poetry and art), which in turn has a significant positive effect on number of partners. Impulsive non-conformity, by contrast, has a direct positive effect on number of partners that is not mediated by creative activity. Introvertive anhedonia has both an inhibiting effect on creative activity, and also a direct inhibiting effect on number of sexual partners. (Essentially the same results are obtained by treating poetry production and visual art production as two separate variables rather than amalgamating them, data not shown.)

4. DISCUSSION

The results show significant positive relationships between unusual experiences and mating success, and impulsive non-conformity and mating success. In the case of unusual experiences, the relationship is mediated by creative activity; those high in unusual experiences produce poetry or art more seriously, and this in turn increases mating success. In the case of impulsive non-conformity, the relationship is not mediated by creative activity. Increasing this trait leads directly to an increased number of sexual partners. Introvertive anhedonia decreases creative activity, and also has a direct negative effect on mating success.

The significance of these results would appear to be threefold. First, because of the direct link between creative activity and number of partners, the evidence is consistent with Miller’s hypothesis that artistic creativity functions as a mating display (Miller 2000, 2001). Second, schizophrenia patients, and those with bipolar affective disorder, are also high in unusual experiences and impulsive non-conformity (Nettle in press). Given the negative effects of psychotic disorders on fitness, it had previously been a mystery how these traits persist.
Thus, these results are consistent with the view that schizotypal traits are maintained in the human population at significant levels because the negative effects in terms of psychosis and other psychopathology are offset by enhanced mating success. For the impulsive non-conformity component, the increased recklessness can directly enhance mating success, whereas for the unusual experiences component, the effect is indirect, via enhanced artistic creativity. A simple model for the evolutionary equilibrium would be an inverted U-shaped one, whereby increasing schizotypy has beneficial effects on reproductive success up to a certain point, beyond which the disorganizing effects becoming predominant, and the effect on mating success negative (Nettle 2001). Schizophrenia patients would thus be more extreme in the distribution than poets or artists.

In fact, recent evidence suggests a different model. Poets and artists score as highly on unusual experiences and impulsive non-conformity as schizophrenia patients do (Nettle in press). They are differentiated from patients only by their low scores on introvertive anhedonia. It may be that the consequences of traits like unusual experiences and impulsive non-conformity are condition-dependent. Individuals in good condition can channel them into creative output and adaptive behaviours, while those in poor overall condition succumb to their disorganizing effects, and develop psychiatric disorders. There are a number of observations consistent with this hypothesis. Many developmental factors generally detrimental to phenotypic condition are associated with an increased risk of schizophrenia. For example, vulnerability to schizophrenia is increased by winter birth, maternal viral infection, obstetric complications, and maternal caloric restriction (Torrey et al. 2000; Buka et al. 2001; Kunugi et al. 2001). Minor physical abnormalities and fluctuating asymmetry (which would be indicators of developmental perturbation) are also elevated in patients (Yeо et al. 1999). Moreover, first degree relatives of psychotic patients are often strikingly creative individuals, and the different outcome could be accounted for by better overall phenotypic condition (Heston 1966; Karlson 1970).

If this model is correct, then components of schizotypy like unusual experiences are functioning as fitness-indicator traits, such that variation in their display correlates well with overall condition (Rowе & Houle 1996). Such a role for schizotypy has recently been proposed (Shanеr et al. 2004), and appears to be supported by the results of the current study. Introvertive anhedonia appears to be the critical condition-related dimension that differentiates between the positive and negative sequelae of schizotypal traits.

We observed no sex differences in the relationships between creative output and reproductive success. Males benefit more than females from additional matings, and as such, Miller predicts sexual dimorphism in creative display (Miller 1999). However, what our results show is that when either sex invests in creative output, it has similar effects on mating success. We have not directly addressed the question of whether males and females in the population at large make such investment to the same degree. Moreover, there are potential benefits to females of attracting additional mates, including higher mate quality and greater mate investment. The question of sex differences requires further investigation.

We hope that future research will include further characteristics that could be related to creativity and mating success, such as intelligence, and general personality factors such as the ‘big five’, which covary with schizotypy measures to some extent (Rawlings & Freeman 1997). It would also be of interest to understand in greater depth exactly how schizotypy relates to mating behaviour; for example, through an increase in extra-pair copulations, a higher turnover of relationships, or less time between relationships. A further issue of interest would be to examine other components of fitness in artistic groups. Previous investigations have found them to have poor health and decreased life expectancy (Cassandro 1998; Kaufman 2003), perhaps through some combination of psychopathology and the impulsivity observed in the current sample.

In conclusion, then, we believe that these data form the most direct evidence to date that, as hypothesized by Miller (2000) and Nettle (2001), mate choice is linked to creativity, and creativity in turn to schizotypy and thence to schizophrenia.
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